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Office 365 provides various solutions based on the Microsoft Office suite used for years with 

cloud-based versions of communications and collaboration services, such as Microsoft 

Exchange Online, Microsoft Sharepoint Online and Microsoft Lync Online. Each of these 

services offers individualized security features that you, your technology team or IT provider 

can control and maintain. These controls allow businesses to adhere to compliance and 

regulatory requirements, give access to services and content to individuals in a customer’s 

organization, configure anti-malware/anti-spam, and encrypt data where a customer holds the 

key. 

 

If your business or nonprofit fits the SMB profile, then Microsoft (MS) Office 365 could be the 

solution for you. Many small businesses rely on technology to give them an edge in business, 

but either don’t have the necessary technology in place or don’t know how to properly 

implement it. We see many businesses continuing to use laptops and computers with MS 

Windows XP and Office 2003, utilizing an onsite Exchange 2007 server for email. To that end, 

it’s important to note that both Windows XP and Office 2003 will be officially ending support 

for those products on April 8, 2014. What that means is that they will no longer provide support 

articles or critical fixes, such as system updates, to prevent security holes where hackers can 

compromise a computer or network.  

 

For many organizations, it’s very costly to replace all of their existing equipment and software 

simultaneously so they need to plan in stages. As an example, let’s say you need a more 

efficient solution to improve employee performance and communication, but don’t have much 

money to spend. Well, Microsoft recently introduced Office 365 as a solution for that, which 

comes with a free, month-long trial that allows a company to see if it’s a good fit before 

implementing across the organization  There are several options to choose from, including one 

with the latest version of the familiar Office applications, such as Outlook, Word, PowerPoint 

and Excel. Some of the benefits include “anytime, anywhere” cloud-based access to email, 

calendar, documents and HD video conferencing, as long as you have a working internet 

connection. All of the options included in these plans are business-class productivity tools with 

enterprise-level security specifically made with the small to mid-size business in mind. As such, 

it’s easy to transition from your onsite Exchange (email) server, as well as setup and maintain. 

This is due to the fact that everything is managed by Microsoft (i.e. server updates, patches, 

etc.), lowering overall technology support costs over time and also providing a quasi disaster 
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recovery solution for your email. In addition to the benefits listed above, employees can use 

their own device to connect and do work with Office 365, whether they’re using a laptop, tablet 

or phone (or what some are referring to as a phablet). 

 

The key feature is that this is a cloud service so the only thing you need is an active internet 

connection, no server hardware is required. While it’s important to note that the solution does 

offer the Office Suite as a service, if you want to use the software locally on your PC you would 

need to have a minimum of Windows 7 with Office 2010, service pack 2. If your organization 

does need to upgrade, but doesn’t want to purchase the more robust suite, you can still 

purchase separately. For nonprofits, there are extremely discounted solutions available through 

Microsoft Charity licensing and Techsoup, which AllSector is happy to help in procuring as a 

Microsoft partner. Additionally, if you’re looking at moving more towards cloud-based or 

hosted solutions, we suggest implementing a backup internet line so that in the event the 

primary fails, the secondary is available to help you continue using these solutions. 

Exciting news: Office 365 offers free and discounted solutions for approved not-for-profits 

and academic institutions! 

If qualified, you can receive Microsoft’s Office 365 E1 service for free, or E3 service at a 

discounted rate. Aside from the possibility of having this solution completely free of charge, 

why should you upgrade?  

o Benefits:  

 Always up-to-date, managed by Microsoft 

 Office can be accessed virtually anywhere 

 Virtual DR solution for email and file collaboration 

 24-hour monitored physical hardware security at the Microsoft data 

centers that are strategically located around the world 

o Risks:  

 Office 2003 and Windows XP going End of Support as of April 8, 2014.  

 No more software updates, meaning potential security and 

compliance risks, or loss of hardware or software support from 

vendors.  

 Leaves your business with a host of issues that may cost you added time, 

money and overall frustration. 

 

For more information on how to get started with Office 365 or to assist in helping you in the 

transition from your Exchange server or Google, please email me anytime at 

thalpin@allsector.com or call 516-364-8985. We look forward to hearing from you! 
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